
3 Ways You May Send Us Measurements 

1. Marked-Up Photos -  Easy!  

Wall A 

The finished mural! 

• You can draw right on your photos.

• Make sure to label walls clockwise as you 

move around the room.

• Double check to make sure vertical 

measurements add up to the total room height 

and horizontal measurements add up to the 

total wall length.



2. Drawings
These can be professionally done or hand drawn (graph paper helps).

Example: The client sent this helpful sketch with measurements. 

The finished mural! 



3. CAD files  
You can send us measurements as a CAD file.

Scale measurements become meaningless once converted to a PDF! Please send as .DWG 

files if possible or make sure PDFs include complete measurements.



Measurements Needed: 

A B C D

A B C D

For a quote and the best-fitting mural for your space, we need accurate measurements. Here’s a summary of what we would need:

       A floor plan (room seen from above) with walls labeled A, B, C, D, etc. moving clockwise around the room. This can be     

                  a quick sketch.

        and/or

        Photos of each wall labeled A, B, C, D, etc. moving clockwise and matching floor plan, if provided.

The following heights for each wall:

Overall wall height from floor to ceiling

Overall height of area to be covered (not including moldings or baseboards)

All doors, and windows (including moldings)

Above all doors and windows (not including moldings)

Below all windows

The following widths for each wall:

Overall wall width, corner to corner

Doors and windows (including moldings)

Distances from corners to doors and windows 

Distances between doors and windows (not including moldings)



A A

Please send questions to studio@susanharter.com. Thank you!

Please check measurements for each wall. If they don’t add up, please re-measure and correct within 1/4”. 

Tell us if any furniture, mirror, curtains etc. will block an important part of the mural. For example, “My grandma’s China 

hutch is on the center of that 18’ focus wall in my dining room, and the hutch is six feet high by five feet wide, so please 

don’t put my favorite bit of the mural there.”

Final Measurement Check:

Please be sure to double check the heights and widths of all wall measurements so that they equal the overall totals of 

wall coverings. For example, in the diagrams below, do the segments add up to the overall wall height/width? 



Special Cases:  
These Red Arrows indicate which measurements we need for these architectural features.

For arches be sure to send us vertical 

measurement from both the corner and middle 

of the arch, as well as the width and adjacent 

measurements as usual.

Does the wall include a bump-out? Don’t 

forget to include these, if we receive a flat-on 
measurement drawing we won’t know it’s there 

unless you tell us!

For mantles, counters, and other extending 

planes, measure the total length in addition to the 

amount of overhang.


